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Hi All, 

 

With the success of my last Telex conversion on the 3704 locomotive I chose the 3796 tank locomotive to 

add Telex couplers controlled by a LokPilot 4 decoder. The locomotive does an un-coupling shuffle in 

either forward or reverse using the F1 function key as designed by ESU on the V4.0 decoders. I have 

changed the front and rear lights to LEDs and used “Rule 17” to dim the lights when the locomotive is 

stationary. The other features are an added cabin light that only comes on when the locomotive is 

stationary. I also decided to add a Firebox flickering light. The last feature is flashing head or tail lights 

only at the end of the locomotive where the Telex coupler is operating and the duration is controlled by 

the uncoupling shuffle feature. 

 

 

In the photo above the cabin light is on. The glass inserts for the windows are tinted which reduces the 

cabin light output, but in a darken room the light level looks great. 

 

Update 20-06-2016 

 

Since writing this article I have 

converted a 3798 locomotive as well 

and with a new supply of LEDs I have 

upgraded the single red firebox LED to 

two LEDs, for a light mix of yellow 

and red. 

 

The photo to the right shows both 

locomotives with cabin and firebox 

lights on. The small photo shows the 

yellow/red light mix. 

 

 

I have inserted the update starting on page 4. 

 

 

Update 01-08-2016 

 

I have started to use my locos for shunting purposes and discovered that the locomotive wheels slip when 

I try to push a heavy train at the rear of the locomotive up a 4% slope. If I rotate the locomotive so I’m 

pushing the train with the front end I have no problems. When I added a small weight to the rear of the 

locomotive I overcame the wheels slipping.  See page 15-16 for details. 
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Warning: - You undertake the following modifications at your own risk.   

Internal View Right Hand Side 

The decoder is mounted on the “21 MTC adapter”  

Internal View Left Hand Side 

The 3796/3798 tank locomotive is a good choice for adding the Telex uncouplers as the coupling pocket 

is well supported so the uncoupler won’t sag maintaining a good height for the modern close couplers. 

Vero Board Interconnection Panel 

The Vero board size is as shown. Using a 3mm drill cut the foils as indicated. Solder 3x 1k resistors 

across the foils.  

 

The Yellow wire from the Rear light connection on the “21 MTC adapter” needs to be soldered to the 

connection on the interconnection panel as shown. 

 

ESU doesn’t specify wire colours for AUX3 and AUX4 so I chose the following. You will have to solder 

wires direct to the “21 MTC adapter” on the pads provided. 

 

The brown wire from the AUX3 connection on the “21 MTC adapter” needs to be soldered to the 

connection on the interconnection panel as shown. 

 

The orange wire from the AUX4 connection on the “21 MTC adapter” needs to be soldered to the 

connection on the interconnection panel as shown. 

Firebox Lt. (k)    

Cabin Light (k) 

Rear light (k) 

From 21 

MTC 

Adapter 

PCB 

51968 
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Bottom View 

Because the boiler is above the chassis at the front of the locomotive I chose to run the Telex coupling 

wires for better concealment under the locomotive. I used a 2 foil piece of Vero board and glued it with 

hot melt glue into a small recess hole to allow me to maintain a low clearance profile, this allowed me to 

join the wires which have a very short length and to also provide a service point to be able to easily 

remove the Telex coupler. 

 

For the front Telex coupler I cut five 5mm lengths of 2mm diameter heat shrink tube and glued them with 

hot melt glue in the positions shown. 

Insert the Telex couplers into the coupler pockets and carefully thread the wires as shown. 

Pay attention to the coupler wire loops (blue arrows) which allow the couplings to move freely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This view shows the location of the small cabin light LED (PLCC2 type) on a small piece of Vero board 

glued with hot melt glue to the top of the chassis. The brown wire (brown arrow) comes from the cathode 

connection (k) of the LED and connects to the top of the middle resistor on the interconnection panel (see 

next page). I stuck a small piece of white paper to the cabin ceiling to improve cabin light dispersion. 

 

Please refer to page 4 if you want a red/yellow look for the firebox light Update 20-06-2016 

 

The red arrow shows the sub miniature Firebox LED glued with hot melt glue in the bottom left mounting 

hole of the brush plate. It is pointing up and is shrouded by thin black card held with black electrical tape 

this ensures that the light from the LED only shines in an upward direction. The anode (a) is connected by 

a blue wire and the other end connects to the blue +pole of the cabin light. The cathode (k) is connected 

by an orange wire to the top of the RH side resistor on the interconnection panel (see page 7). 

a k 
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Update 20-06-2016 

 
I decided to replace the single red firebox LED for two 0603 LEDs, one yellow 

and one red to get an improved firebox light output. At the optimum viewing 

angle it is important to have the yellow LED above the red LED to have a slight 

yellow glow to the firebox light, otherwise the red will over power the yellow.  

 

Soldering 0603 LEDs 

 
Because of the LEDs small size I folded some masking tape so it is sticky on both sides then stuck it to 

the desk. I position the 0603 LEDs as required on the masking tape. Next tin the solder pads on the LEDs 

then tin the required wires and finally solder the wires to the LEDs making sure the heat applied to the 

LEDs is a very short duration. 

 

Once the wires are soldered, I trim the excess wire off as shown in the right hand photo. 

 

You will notice the LEDs are wired in series. The +pole (blue wire) is soldered to the anode of the red 

LED. The cathode of the red LED is joined by a tinned wire to the anode of the yellow LED. The orange 

wire is soldered to the cathode of the yellow LED. 

 

Please note that the polarity markings on 

the LEDs are different and care should be 

taken to wire them correctly. 

 

Test the LEDs 

 

Temporarily wire the LEDs to the 

locomotive to ensure they work. 

 

Mechanical Support for the LEDs 

 

Because the LEDs are very small I provided some mechanical support to stop the LEDs touching each 

other and to provide some stress relief for the wires as the solder 

pads can’t take a lot of stress with the wires moving around. 

 

I cut some thin plastic from decoder packaging and used hot melt 

glue to create the assembly shown. Finally I trimmed the assembly 

shown by the red dotted lines. 

Red Yellow 
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Firebox Light Location 

 
The LED Firebox assembly is held in place 

(see yellow/red arrows) with hot melt glue as 

shown 

 
At the optimum viewing angle it is important to 

have the yellow LED above the red LED to 

have a slight yellow glow to the firebox light  

 

Firebox Light Shield  

 
It’s important to provide a light shield to prevent the firebox light from bleeding into the rear light and 

also not to have it shining on the wheels and track. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I used thin black card and folded a small light shield with the dimensions as shown. The depth is 4mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

6 
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The two locomotives on the left have mfx decoders with limited functions and features and the two 

locomotives on the right have LP4 decoders with Telex couplers, firebox light, “Rule 17” front and rear 

lights. All locomotives have cabin lights. 

 

I couldn’t resist another view. 

 

Black Loco is 3796 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blue Loco is 3798 
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Inter Connection Panel Location 

 

Inter Connection Panel Access Hole Locations 
Drill two 2.5mm holes to allow wire access to the inter connection panel shown by the blue and violet 

arrows. Thread the Rear light (yellow), Aux3 (brown) and Aux4 (orange) wires from the “21 MTC 

adapter” through the lower hole and solder to the bottom of the respective resistors (see page 2) for 

details. 

 
The arrows at the top of the interconnection panel (yellow, brown and orange) connect to the cathode (k)  

on the respective LEDs (see page 2) for details. 

 

Wiring Colours and LED Orientation 
 

Trim and solder the wires from the interconnection board to the solder pads 

shown on the “21 MTC adapter”  (see page 2 and page 6). 

 

When plugging in the LEDs ensure the anode (a) of each LED is connected to 

the blue +pole shown by the blue dots. 

 

The front LED should be as close to the light pipe and the rear LED has to be 

bent as shown and positioned just so the LED lens is at the rear of the 

locomotive body (see page 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description Colour 

Motor R Grey 

Motor L Orange 

Ground Black 

Centre Rail Red 

+ Pole Blue 

Head Light White 

Rear Light  Yellow 

Aux 1 Green 

Aux 2 Violet 

Aux 3 Brown 

Aux 4 Orange 
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Led Orientation Front Lights 

 
Solder cut off resistor leads to the sides of the PLCC2 warm 

white LED. The cathode (k) side is plugged into the white 

socket (shown left) and the anode (a) is plugged into the blue 

socket. 

 

When the decoder cradle is plugged in just behind the light 

pipe the top of the LED should be just level with the top of 

the light pipe (grey arrow). 

 

Fold thin black card in a u-shape approximately 8 mm length 

and insert between the light pipe and the body shell mounting 

(see orange arrow) to act as a light baffle. 

 

Solder a 1k resistor to the 

white dot connection and a 

white wire from the “21 MTC 

adapter” to the other end of 

the resistor, protect with heat 

shrink. 

 

Solder an extra wire from the 

+U solder pad on the “21 

MTC adapter” and connect 

the other end to the blue dot 

connection (see page 6). 

 

 

 

The violet wire (Aux2) and the blue wire are for the front Telex and are soldered under the locomotive 

(see page 3) for details. Note the heat shrink supporting the wires (white arrow). 

 

Led Orientation Rear Lights 
I used the original Märklin wiring for the rear 

light which has a brown and yellow wire 

coming from the mounting socket. I decided to 

connect the brown wire to the blue +pole and 

the yellow wire to the resistor in the 

interconnection panel. 

 

Using a multimeter I measured which socket 

was connected to the brown wire and marked it 

with a blue dot then I took a 3mm warm white 

LED and bent the leads as shown. The anode 

(a) connects to the blue socket and the cathode 

(k) connects to the yellow socket. 
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Wiring Connection Telex and Rear Lights 

I glued a small Vero board (2 foils) to the magnet. The blue arrow indicates the +pole and the green arrow 

indicates the Aux 1 connection for the Telex. The violet arrow shows a grey and black wire held with 

electrical tape from the Telex coupler. The black Telex wire is soldered to the blue +pole and the grey 

Telex wire is soldered to the Aux 1 connection (green arrow). 

 

A blue wire from the cabin light is connected just above the Telex black wire on the blue +pole. The other 

blue wire at the top of the +pole connection is soldered to a solder pad within the blue rectangle of an 

existing connection point. The blue +pole from the “21 MTC adapter” is connected to a solder pad within 

the blue rectangle. 

 

The brown wire from the rear light is soldered to a pad within the blue rectangle. The yellow wire from 

the rear light connects to the top of the resistor of the interconnection panel (see page 4). 

 

21 MTC Adapter 
 

 

 

The two blue arrows point to two 

extra solder pads “U+” that can be 

used for extra  +pole connections 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Front Light 

Front Telex 
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Motor and Decoder Power Wiring Details 

 

A small Vero board (2 foils) was hot melt glued to the magnet for the Aux1 coupler connections. A blue 

wire was soldered to the first foil and the other end soldered to the blue connection on the cabin light 

connection board, the top blue wire connects to a solder pad in the blue rectangle. 

 

The black wire from the rear coupler was soldered to the blue foil. 

 

The rear coupler grey wire (Aux1) was soldered to the green foil. 

 

Note: The decoder power connections (orange rectangle) must be separated by cutting the tracks indicated 

by the red lines so the top two pads are the red connection and the bottom two pads are the black 

connection. 

 

The black wire from the “21 MTC adapter” is soldered to the solder pad shown by the RH white arrow 

and another black wire is soldered between the two white arrows. 

 

The red wire from the “21 MTC adapter” is soldered to the solder pad (red arrow) and the collector shoe 

wire is soldered to the pad left of the red arrow. 

 

The grey motor wire from the “21 MTC adapter” is soldered to the left RF choke (grey arrow). 

 

The orange motor wire from the “21 MTC adapter” is soldered to the right RF choke, not visible (orange 

arrow). 

 

CV Values for the LokPilot V4 

Warning: Make sure you read the ESU decoder instructions before programming any CV’s 
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Motor Settings [Index:0 (CV31=0, CV32=0)] 

CV# Name Range Value Default 

1 Primary Address 1-255 96 3 

2 Start Voltage 1-255 *3 3 

3 Acceleration 0-255 16 32 

4 Deceleration 0-255 8 24 

5 Maximum Speed 0-255 80 255 

6 Medium Speed 0-255 25 88 

13 Analogue Mode F1-F8 (F5 Cabin light) 0-255 16 1 

51 Load Control Parameter “I slow speed” 0-255 *0 0 

52 Load Control Parameter “K slow speed” 0-255 32 48 

53 Control Reference Voltage 0-255 120 140 

54 Load Control Parameter “K” 0-255 60 48 

55 Load Control Parameter “I” 0-255 32 32 

     

246 Automatic Uncoupling Speed 0-255 20 0 

247 Automatic Uncoupling Move Time (2 sec.) 0-255 122 0 

248 Automatic Uncoupling Push Time (1 sec.) 0-255 61 0 

Timing Functions [Index:4096 (CV31=16, CV32=0)] 

277 Aux1[1] Turn Off After Timeout (3.28 sec.) 1-255 8 0 

285 Aux2[1] Turn Off After Timeout (3.28 sec.) 1-255 8 0 

292 Aux3 Time Delay Turn On (1.64 sec.) 0-16 4 0 

Mapping Functions and Conditions to Outputs [Index:4098 (CV31=16, CV32=2)] 

362 F1f (forward) mapped to Aux1[1]  *4 4 

363 Rear Light[2], Aux1[1] mapped together  32 0 

378 F1r (reverse) mapped to Aux2[1]  8 4 

379 Front Light[2], Aux2[1] mapped together  16 0 

481 F5 Stop, Forward Condition on Aux3  6 4 

490 F5f (forward) mapped to Aux3  16 0 

497 F5 Stop, Reverse Condition on Aux3  10 8 

506 F5r (reverse) mapped to Aux3  16 0 

Mapping Functions and Conditions to Outputs [Index:4099 (CV31=16, CV32=3)] 

266 F6f (forward) mapped to Aux4  32 0 

268 F6f (forward) Logical Functions Firebox  32 0 

282 F6r (reverse) mapped to Aux4  32 0 

284 F6r (reverse) Logical Functions Firebox  32 0 

299 F7 forward condition mapped to Rear Light [2]  32 0 

315 F7 reverse condition mapped to Front Light [2]  16 0 

Function Control Settings [Index:4096 (CV31=16, CV32=0)] 

Function  

Output 

Mode Select Brightness 0-31 Special Function 

CV# Value CV# Value CV# Value 

Head Light[1] 259 2 262 *31 263 132 

Rear Light[1] 267 2 270 *31 271 136 

Aux1 275 28 278 15 279 *0 

Aux2 283 28 286 15 287 *0 

Aux3 291 2 294 *31 295 144 

Aux4 299 4 302 *31 303 128 

Head Light[2] 355 12 358 *31 359 128 

Rear Light[2] 363 12 366 *31 367 128 
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CV Values for the LokPilot V4 continued 

 
Please note any Value = *xx means the default value wasn’t changed. 

 

The Index settings CV31 and CV32 must be changed when doing direct CV programming. 

 

CV13 has been changed so F1 Telex function won’t turn on but F5 cabin light will operate when running 

in Analogue Mode. 

 

For people that don’t have the LokProgrammer or the ECoS and have to rely on direct CV programming 

you may find my article “Using LokProgrammer to Find Undocumented CV’s” really useful. 

 

Please note some CV values have changed now that I have tried running the locomotive in a schedule 

with TrainController to test the Uncoupling function in shunting operations. I had to reduce the 

Acceleration (CV3) and Deceleration (CV4) and I also reduced the medium speed (CV6) which gave me 

lower speed steps in the low range to provide smooth coupling and uncoupling. 

 

 

Bonus Time 
I have supplied my LokProgrammer project file 3796_proj  (83Kb) for people to use as a starting point 

for a locomotive conversion similar to this. It can only be used with LokProgrammer 4.4.11 and above. 

 

Speed profile for TrainController with the maximum speed set at 80km/h 

 

 

Left is the speed 

profile showing all 

decoder speed 

settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/pdf/lokprogrammer_compare_cv_list.pdf
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/3796_4411.esux
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Locomotive Control 
 

Right is the ECoS command 

station window showing F0 

lights on, F1 telex function off, 

F3 slow mode off, F4 Inertia 

on, F5 cabin light on, F6 

Firebox light on and F7 Telex 

warning light which isn’t used 

via the control window except 

for debugging on initial setup. 

To the right is the 

TrainController Train window 

showing the same functions. 

 

 

 

 The icon has an 

embedded macro (indicated by 

the blue background which is a 

convention I have started to use 

for all locomotives). This icon is used to manually jog and uncouple the locomotive and is dependent on 

the direction of the locomotive.  

This means that if the locomotive is running in the forward direction, the train will stop first then the 

locomotive pushes the train backward just enough to release the tension on the couplings, the rear telex 

operates and then the locomotive moves forward separating from the train and stops a small distance in 

front of the uncoupled train. 

 

 The icon is used only with schedules that require 

shunting operations to uncouple trains. It is used to account for 

train position in the block, what direction the locomotive faces 

in relation to the train and also notes if the locomotive is 

pulling or pushing the train. The use of this icon will be 

covered in another topic. 

 

Front and rear view showing warm white LED lighting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Firebox LED lights can just be seen. 
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Small Problem with F1 Automatic Uncoupling 
 

Using the F1 automatic uncoupling function on the ECoS controller works well for the first time but if 

you forget to turn it off once the locomotive has done its uncoupling shuffle, then reverse the locomotive 

the uncoupling function will start in the opposite direction which you may not have intended. There isn’t 

an option to have a time delay before turning off the function button. 

 

Small Problem with F1 Automatic Uncoupling Solved 

 

Using a Train window in TrainController I have solved this problem by having a list associated with the 

locomotive functions that ensures the train has stopped, performs the uncoupling function then turns the 

F1 function off. 

 In the Engine functions window you will 

notice the first Coupler “Uncouple Auto 

Timer” associated with F1 is Hidden and the 

second Coupler “Uncoupler Telex(N) Jog” I 

have defined the actions in a List... – On/Off 

Switch. 

 

It is important that the graphics for the 

coupler symbols are different when triggering 

the actions from a schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under the Operations Tab for the List commands I 

send a message to indentify the loco then execute 

the ‘Uncouple Telex(N) Jog’ macro. See left. 

 

Under the Macro Operations Tab, I Stop the 

locomotive, delay for 2 seconds, Play a Sound file 

“train uncoupling” then the hidden F1 “Uncouple 

Auto Timer” is turned “On”, then after a delay of 

4 seconds the “Uncouple Auto Timer” is turned 

“Off”. 

 

I am now using this macro for several locomotives 

as shown in the ‘Used in Operations of’ shown in 

the Inspector Window. 

 

This works well and is much safer than operating the locomotive with the ECoS. 
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Adding Weight for Better Traction 

 

For a test I added a small fishing sinker on top of the coal bunker and this stopped the wheels slipping 

when pushing a train in the reverse direction. The only option is to try and fill the coal bunker with 

weight. 

 

I carefully removed the coal bunker by 

pushing the retaining clip down within the 

cabin then slid the coal bunker to the back 

of the locomotive. 

To add weight to this small area I had to overcome the 

support rib behind the retaining clip red arrow, the supports 

in the corners of the coal bunker yellow arrow and last, the 

metal mound which holds a screw for the cabin assembly 

orange arrow. 

 

For the weight I have cut 6x 12mm squares from a 1.5mm thick lead sheet. 

 

 

I super glued two 12x12x 

1.5mm lead pieces together 

and cut a slot large enough to 

fit around the support rib for 

the retaining clip. 

 

The rear corners where 

chamfered to clear the 

supports in the corners yellow 

arrow. 

 

The remaining four square lead pieces where then supper glued together on top of the first modified 

squares. 
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Adding Weight for Better Traction continued 

 

Once all the lead square pieces where super glued together 

I used a Dremel cutter to cut the clearance for the metal 

mound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note the filled chamfer on the rear of the lead 

weight. 

 

 

Once the weight was complete I 

weighed it and found that it was 

11.5gm. I have added an extra layer of 

lead which is shown in the photo on 

page 17. 

 

After a dry fit test I discovered the 

weight rattled in the bunker recess so 

I used hot melt glue to glue it to the 

top of the bunker. 

 

 

 

 

 

Results 
 

With the extra 11.5gm of weight directly over the rear driving wheels there wasn’t any wheel slip when I 

pushed the train in reverse. 

 

With the great results of adding this extra weight I’ll proceed to construct three more weights to modify 

my other locomotives. 

 

Total weight of the locomotive is now 500gm. 
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Adding Weight for Better Traction continued 

The original weight is on the left modified with an extra lead layer and I have completed the extra weights 

for all my locomotives that require this modification. You will also note that I have increased the number 

of layers to six which gives me a weight of 11.5 grams for each 3796 (black) locomotive and four layers 

for the 3798 (blue) locomotives with an increase of 7 grams. 

 

In my haste to update this article I forgot that the 3798 (blue) locomotives have a lower bunker and I 

could only put 4 lead layers which totalled 7 grams. To fix my mistake I cut two layers off shown by the 

red lines above. 

 

As with all projects making the extra weights where constructed in less time than the first so I guess you 

could say once you know the technique required you can be more efficient. 

 

Parts required: 

 

 

Please note *100-3186 LED isn’t required if you choose the yellow/red LED option. 

 

As always enjoy your model trains. 

Part Number Supplier Description Quantity 

54614  ESU ESU LokPilot V4.0 Decoder 1 

51968 ESU 21 MTC Adaptor 1 

51940 ESU White cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51942 ESU Black cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51943 ESU Red cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51944 ESU Orange cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51945 ESU Green cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51946 ESU Grey cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51947 ESU Yellow cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51948 ESU Brown cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

51949 ESU Blue cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m 1 

E117 993 Märklin Telex Coupler (pkt of 2) 1 

60941 Märklin Motor Conversion Kit for 3496, 34962 only 1 

*100-3186  Element14 HLMP-6300 HE Red LED sub miniature size 1 

934-1102  Element14 1K MF25 Resistor 0.25W, 1% 4 

120-1478  Element14 Protoboard 100x220 or similar 1 

PLCC2LW3CT Ledz.com PLCC2 warm white LED 1 

330PWO4C Ledz.com 3mm warm white LED 2 

0603KYCT Ledz.com 0603 yellow LED 1 

0603KRCT Ledz.com 0603 red LED 1 


